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New Media Narratives in Latin America: Local 
and Global Dimensions 
 
CLTR 2715 
Fall 2018 MWR 10:30am-11:35am 
Hastings Suite 110 
 
Prof. Élika Ortega (e.ortegaguzman@northeastern.edu) 
220F Renaissance Park  
Office hours: Monday 2pm-3pm, Wednesday 12pm-1pm, or by appointment 
Course website: http://latinamericanmn.wordpress.com   
 

Description 
This course focuses on Latin America as a region of rich technological creativity in the digital media 
landscape of the 21st Century. It explores how social networks, computational technologies, and 
digital devices are subject to creative “hacks” that incorporate alternative economies and 
knowledge models, and enact social and artistic movements. In class activities examine how 
“hacks” or adaptations of new media traverse the local dimensions of the current global techno-
cultural landscape and invite a reflection on the multiplex relationships fostered by digital media 
around the world. Students analyze cultural artifacts and phenomena in Latin America in a 
comparative global setting and engage in innovative expression by creating reflexive multimedia 
artifacts of their own replicating the creative and adaptive uses studied in the class.  
 

Learning Outcomes 
Students will be able to examine, analyze, and discuss a number of digital artistic (verbal, visual, 
and kinetic) works to gain a renewed understanding and the necessary vocabulary to describe 
practices that have emerged since the advent of the world wide web and its popularization 
around the world. They will also be able to assess and discuss techno-cultural process that are 
shifting due to the ubiquity of digital media such as alternative intellectual property protocols, 
sharing economies, and adaptations, or "hacks," that are particular to the Latin American region. 
Ultimately, students will acquire skills to create digital objects beyond everyday uses. 
 

http://latinamericanmn.wordpress.com/
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Class Methodology and Approach 
The class combines lectures, oral discussions in class, reflexive approaches, workshop sessions, 
and assignments. Students are expected to do all the assigned readings, watch the films and 
videos indicated, and study other recommended materials. Coming to class, participating actively, 
and engaging in the activities is key for the success of the class.  
 
As we will be discussing matters regarding cultures and views of the world that might be 
unfamiliar to many, as well as historical and political matters, it is important to be respectful, 
tolerant, and mindful of each other. Worldviews different from our own, whether they come from 
our fellow classmates or from one of the readings, teach us to understand others and the world 
in a sensitive and fair way. No abusive, divisive, or intolerant expressions will be tolerated. 

 
Materials 
Readings will be made linked through the course website. 

 
Evaluation  

- Participation 20% 
- Production assignments 30% (3x10%) 
- Blog posts 20% (2x10%) 
- Final Project 30% (15% write-up, 15% project) 

Participation 

Engaging in stimulating and respectful conversations and debates is the best way to profit from 
out time together in the classroom. This is why active participation during class is so important. It 
will allow us to go deeper in our readings, to share and try out our ideas, to clarify difficult points, 
and bring new matters for discussion. Showing up to class does not equal participation. Forms of 
active participation include: raising interesting points, asking thoughtful questions, offering an 
informed position, making connections between readings or subjects (those studied in class as 
well as others), identifying coincidences between the class matters and your experiences in co-op 
or dialogues (if you’ve done them) or your expectations about them (if you haven’t yet).  
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Assignments 
There will be three assignment (3x10%). One Twitter Bot, a piece on NewHive, and a Twine piece. 
An expansion of one of these assignments will become your final project. 

 
Blog Posts 
You will write two brief blogposts (2x10%). The topic of the posts should bring together one or 
more critical readings and at least one creative work. You can use citations, screenshots, etc. 
Presentation of the blogposts is important too: all quotations from the readings must be properly 
cited according to the MLA (Modern Languages Association) style guide, there should be a works 
cited list if appropriate. Information about citation and bibliographies is available through the 
library. http://library.northeastern.edu/get-help/citations-bibliographies. 

 
Final Project 
You will choose one of the three assignments done during the semester and expand it for your 
final project. The final iteration of the project will be accompanied by a write-up piece detailing 
the reflexive process of the project’s creation. 

 
Other Rules 
 
Communications: 
The best way to get in touch with me is via email e.ortegaguzman@northeastern.edu. I will do 
my best to reply within 24hrs and always during business hours (9am-5pm). If you have a question 
don’t wait until the last minute to ask! Also take advantage of the office hours indicated above. 
 
Similarly, communications about the course from me will come to your university provided email. 
Please check your email, at least, once a day to make sure you are up to date with the class. Other 
professors will ask for the same. 

 
Attendance: 
Students are permitted three absences per semester, unless receiving formal dispensation from 
the professor for emergency leave, medical or religious reasons. Please follow We Care 
procedures for longer or more absences http://www.northeastern.edu/wecare/  
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Late assignments: 
Handing in assignments late will lower the grade on the assignment by 10% per day for up to 
three days. In case of athletic or other acceptable scheduling conflict you must make arrangement 
with the professor AHEAD of time.  

 
Title IX: 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 protects individuals from sex or gender-based 
discrimination, including discrimination based on gender-identity, in educational programs and 
activities that receive federal financial assistance. 
 
Northeastern’s Title IX Policy prohibits Prohibited Offenses, which are defined as sexual 
harassment, sexual assault, relationship or domestic violence, and stalking. The Title IX Policy 
applies to the entire community, including male, female, transgender students, and faculty and 
staff. Alleged violations will be reported non-confidentially to the Title IX Coordinator within The 
Office for Gender Equity and Compliance at: titleix@northeastern.edu and/or through 
NUPD. Faculty members are considered “responsible employees” at Northeastern University, 
meaning they are required to report all allegations of sex or gender-based discrimination to the 
Title IX Coordinator. Please visit www.northeastern.edu/titleix for a complete list of reporting 
options and resources both on- and off-campus. 

 
Students with Disabilities: 
Students should notify the professor within the first three class periods of their need for 
accommodations. Such requests should be accompanied by the appropriate paperwork from the 
Disability Resource Center. As noted in the handbook: 
 
Northeastern University and the Disability Resource Center (DRC) are committed to providing 
disability services that enable students who qualify under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 
and the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA) to participate fully in the 
activities of the university. To receive accommodations through the DRC, students must provide 
appropriate documentation that demonstrates a current substantially limiting disability. 
Accommodations are provided based on an evaluation of the information provided by students 
and their clinicians, on a case-by-case basis. Students should provide documentation to the DRC 
at their earliest convenience to allow for sufficient time for review. After the documentation has 
been reviewed, a disability specialist will contact the student regarding appropriate next steps. 
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For additional information on the DRC, visit their website at www.northeastern.edu/drc or 
contact staff at 617.373.2675. 

 
Academic Integrity: 
For all assignments, you are expected to properly cite or reference the source of ideas or 
information you use that are not your own. This includes material (written as well as still and 
moving images) taken from printed sources and web sites. Failure to do so may be considered 
plagiarism and may result in disciplinary action. If you use the words of another person, those 
words must be enclosed in quotation marks and a proper reference to the source must be made. 
Failure to do this is plagiarism. Whenever you are using someone else’s ideas (but not their 
precise words), you should indicate this through a footnote or other appropriate reference.  
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Calendar (subject to change) 
 
Week 1 – The Never-ending New 

Wednesday Sept. 5. Course introduction. What is new media? 
Thursday Sept.6. What is Media Art?, Third Hand Plays: An Introduction to Electronic 
Literature 

 
Week 2 – The Language of New Media 

Monday Sept. 10. Alan Liu Imagining the New Media Encounter 
Wednesday Sept 12. Lev Manovich. “What is new media?” The Language of New Media. 
(Through the library) 
Thursday Sept. 13. Claudia Kozak. “Latin American Electronic Literature. When, Where, and 
Why. (provided by Prof. Ortega) 

 
Week 3 – Everything Has Been New 

Monday Sept. 17. Jorge Luis Borges. “The Library of Babel,” “The Book of Sand” and “The 
Aleph” (provided by Prof. Ortega)  
Wednesday Sept. 19. Lisa Gitelman. “Media as Historical Subjects” in Always Already New 
(Through the library) 
Thursday Sept 20. Davin Heckman and James O’Sullivan. “‘your visit will leave a permanent 
mark’: Poetics in the Post-Digital Economy.” (provided by Prof. Ortega)  

 
Week 4 – Twitter Bots 

Monday Sept. 24. Leo Flores. Interview with the Bot: ‘What Is a Twitter Bot?’ Allison Parrish 
Bots: A Definition and Some Historical Threads and Selection of Bots 
Wednesday Sept. 26. Mark Sample A protest bot is a bot so specific you can’t mistake it 
for bullshit and Selection of Bots 
Thursday Sept. 27. Workshop session: Twitter Bot.  

Blogpost 1 Due 
 
Week 5 – Algorithms, Codes 

Monday Oct. 1. Eugenio Tiselli, “The Heaviness of Light” if you prefer you can watch a video 
of this instead. 
Wednesday Oct. 3. The Works of Eugenio Tisselli’s Digital Poetry, El 27, The 27th, The Gate 

http://www.nimk.nl/eng/education/what-is-media-art
https://openspace.sfmoma.org/2011/07/third-hand-plays-an-introduction-to-electronic-literature/
https://openspace.sfmoma.org/2011/07/third-hand-plays-an-introduction-to-electronic-literature/
http://www.digitalhumanities.org/companion/view?docId=blackwell/9781405148641/9781405148641.xml&chunk.id=ss1-3-1&toc.id=0&brand=9781405148641_brand
https://web.archive.org/web/20170222051625/http:/bot.watch/post/138087649943/interview-with-the-bot-what-is-a-twitter-bot
https://points.datasociety.net/bots-a-definition-and-some-historical-threads-47738c8ab1ce
https://medium.com/@samplereality/a-protest-bot-is-a-bot-so-specific-you-cant-mistake-it-for-bullshit-90fe10b7fbaa
https://medium.com/@samplereality/a-protest-bot-is-a-bot-so-specific-you-cant-mistake-it-for-bullshit-90fe10b7fbaa
http://impactum-journals.uc.pt/matlit/article/view/5379/4799
https://youtu.be/twkPL4-SgxM
http://motorhueso.net/poetry.htm
http://motorhueso.net/27/
http://www.motorhueso.net/thegate/
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Thursday Oct. 4. Milton Läufer’s Códigos, Do Bots Worry About Writer’s Block, Alt-Brain 
News, Figurative Language, others.  

 
Week 6 – Ulises Carrión 

Monday Oct. 8. No class. Columbus day observed 
Wednesday Oct. 10. Second Thoughts and Poems 
Thursday Oct. 11. Dear Reader Don’t Read, Videos 

Twitter Bot Assignment Due  
 
Week 7 – Remixes: New Hive 

Monday Oct. 15. “Remix,” (provided by Prof. Ortega) “Cut up” 
Wednesday Oct. 17 Horacio Warpola’s Capitalism child labor, Walking the algorithm, El Aleph 
facebuqueado, PH3nneown, Hamlet for one thousand voices 
Thursday Oct. 18. New Hive Workshop 

 
Week 8 – Media Poetry 

Monday Oct. 22. Eduardo Kac. “From ASCII to Cyberspace” in Media Poetry and International 
Anthology (Through the library) Plus Não!, Reabracadabra, Storms, Accidents, Reversed 
Mirror Otherwise 
Wednesday Oct. 24. Ana María Uribe’s Bubbles, A Shoal of Mermaids 4, A Herd of Centaurs 
2,Gym, Gym 2, Gym 3Pas de deux, Spring 2, Ladders, Desire, Discipline, A Busy Day 
Thursday Oct. 25. Professor Ortega is away for conference. 

Week 9 – New Media “Books” 
Monday Oct. 29. Jessica Pressman. The Aesthetic of Bookishness in Twenty-First Century 

Literature. 
Wednesday Oct. 31. Belén Gache. Wordtoys  
Thursday Nov. 1. Giselle Beiguelman. O Livro depois do Livro 

New Hive Assignment Due 
 
Week 10 – Tactical Media 

Monday Nov. 5. Rita Raley. “Border Hacks: Electronic Civil Disobedience and the Politics of 
Immigration” in Tactical Media (Through the library) 

Wednesday Nov. 7. Ricardo Dominguez et al. Transborder Immigrant Tool 
Thursday Nov. 8. Christina Rivera Garza’s Estación Camarón 

http://www.miltonlaufer.com.ar/codigos/
http://www.miltonlaufer.com.ar/digresiones/
https://twitter.com/alt_brainnews
https://twitter.com/alt_brainnews
http://www.miltonlaufer.com.ar/figurative/figurative.php
https://monoskop.org/log/?p=14521
http://www.museoreinasofia.es/sites/default/files/publicaciones/ulises_carrion_ingles_web_15-11-16.pdf
http://www.openculture.com/2016/07/how-to-jumpstart-your-creative-process-with-william-s-burroughs-cut-up-technique.html
http://newhive.com/warpola/capitalism-child-labor-x24
http://newhive.com/warpola/walkingthealgorithm
http://newhive.com/warpola/el-aleph-facebuqueado
http://newhive.com/warpola/el-aleph-facebuqueado
http://newhive.com/warpola/ph3nneown
http://newhive.com/warpola/hamlet-for-one-thousand-voices
http://www.ekac.org/nao.html
http://www.ekac.org/reabracadabraanimation.html
http://www.ekac.org/storms.swf
http://www.ekac.org/accident.swf
https://vimeo.com/23012686
https://vimeo.com/23012686
http://www.ekac.org/outrossim.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/bubbles.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/shoal4.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/herd2.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/herd2.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/gym.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/gym2.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/gym3.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/pasdedeux.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/spring2.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/ladders.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/deseo2/deseo.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/disciplina2/disciplina.html
http://www.vispo.com/uribe/2002b/busy.html
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?cc=mqr;c=mqr;c=mqrarchive;idno=act2080.0048.402;g=mqrg;rgn=main;view=text;xc=1
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?cc=mqr;c=mqr;c=mqrarchive;idno=act2080.0048.402;g=mqrg;rgn=main;view=text;xc=1
http://www.findelmundo.com.ar/wordtoys/
http://www.desvirtual.com/thebook/
http://tbt.tome.press/
https://twitter.com/EstacionCamaron)
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Week 11 – Literary Games 

Monday Nov. 12. No class. Veterans day observed 
Wednesday Nov. 14. Astrid Einsslin. “Between Lucidity and Literariness” (provided by Prof. 
Ortega). Ana Anthropy and The Twine Revolution 
EXTRA ACTIVITY Nick Montfort. How Poetry and Computing Factor into Our Future. 5-
6.30PM. RP 909 (Extra credit for attendance) 
Thursday Nov. 15. Workshop Session Twine 

Blogpost 2 Due 
 
Week 12 – Indigenous Activism Online 

Monday Nov. 19. Brook Danielle Lillehaugen. “Tweeting in Zapotec: Social Media as a Tool 
for Language Activists” (provided by Prof. Ortega) 
Wednesday Nov. 21. No class. Happy Thanksgiving! 
Thursday Nov. 22. No class. Happy Thanksgiving! 

 
Week 13 – The Post-Digital 

Monday Nov. 26. Florian Crammer’s What is Post-digital 
Wednesday Nov. 28. James Bridle. The New Aesthetic 
Thursday Nov. 29. New Media Narratives? Looking back at our corpus. (5 minute 
interventions per student) 

Twine Assignment Due 
 
Week 14. – Wrapping things up 

Monday Dec. 3.  Class wrap up 
Wednesday Dec. 5. End of term celebration 
Thursday Dec. 6. Reading Day 
 

Final Project due December

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/gamesblog/2013/apr/10/anna-anthropy-twine-revolution
(http:/www.aprja.net/what-is-post-digital/)
https://jamesbridle.com/works/the-new-aesthetic
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